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2 years of experience as a Medical Office Assistant. Looking forward to obtaining a 
position in a professional business environment where I can utilize and expand my 
customer service skills, possibly learning other beneficial skills to assist in my future 
career growth.

EXPERIENCE

Medical Office Assistant
ABC Corporation - MARCH 2009 – OCTOBER 2010

 Responsible for closing the office each evening, making sure 
computers are turned off, enough paper is in the fax machine for 
overnight and doors locked scheduled/canceled appointments 
responsible for contacting each patient via phone to confirm 
appointments for the following day.

 Maintain a positive friendly disposition in order to welcome each 
patient help make their appointment a comfortable and positive 
experience.

 Responsible for maintaining schedule changes and notifying patients 
if their appointment has been altered in any way.

 Pull patient charts that have appointments that day and two weeks 
ahead and make sure they are filed at the end of each visit.

 Upon patient arrival, confirm insurance information, update any 
personal information that has changed and collect copays.

 Answer the phones with a friendly attitude and schedule new 
appointments, responsible for getting prior authorization from 
insurance co.

 Answer general questions/send messages to doctor/ patient and staff 
members.

Surgical Scheduler 
ABC Corporation - JULY 2008 – MARCH 2009

 Responsible for contacting each patient who has had a consultation 
with the doctor for bariatric/general surgery, to let them know the 
criteria for their insurance co.

 Responsible for gathering and faxing all documentation needed to 
patient insurance co.

 Constantly in contact with insurance co submitting information or 
inquiring on patient status for approval once a patient has been 
approved/denied, notify each patient of insurance co.

 At days end, made sure appliance(coffee pot)/computers are turned 
off, alarm set &amp; doors locked.

 Obtained thorough patient information regarding health history, 
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medications, etc. and entered case data into a computerized 
scheduling system.

 Maintained and audited the surgery schedule and applied scheduling 
guidelines in an efficient and equitable manner.

 Coordinated Pre-Op testing appointments.

EDUCATION

 HS- 1976(Eastern High School - Baltimore, MD)Associate- 
2007(American Youthworks Charter School - Austin, TX)Nursing - 
2006(Okefenokee Technical College - Waycross, GA)

SKILLS

Administer Injections, Phlebotomy, Multitask, Pediatric Experience, Great Customer 
Service, and Very Fast Learner.
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